MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES DIVISIONAL BOARD

Honour School of Physics

With effect from 1 October 2010 (for first examination in Part B in 2011)

In Examination Regulations 2009, p. 427, l.42, as amended by Gazette, no.4913, 18 March 2010, p. 760, col. 2, Changes in Regulations (2) delete

'(i) to offer four of the subjects I-VI specified for papers B1 to B3 in the Schedule of the four-year course (Part B), each subject having the weight of half a paper, and'

and substitute

'(i) to offer subjects III, IV, and VI specified for papers B1 to B3 in the Schedule of the four-year course (Part B), and one of subjects I, II, and V, each subject having the weight of half a paper, and'